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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 



Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: I love Point Reyes. It is a beautiful gift to for all to enjoy. 

Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 



resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 



widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 



and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8022 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
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Received: Nov,09,2011 11:25:57
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 



would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Received: Nov,09,2011 11:26:02
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 



In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 



widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8029 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
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Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Please protect Drakes Estero and the seals! 

Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Received: Nov,09,2011 11:27:43
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 



In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Received: Nov,09,2011 11:29:47
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 



widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8035 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
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Received: Nov,09,2011 11:29:50
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 



and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8037 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
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Correspondence: The source of nature is spirit. 

Nature is not a random accident. It has meaning, significance, and purpose. 

Certain aspects of nature are invisible. 

Nature is a part of a greater whole, which is beyond time and space. 

Nature's beauty has intrinsic value. 

That which preserves the beauty and harmony of nature is good. That which destroys it is bad. 

All animals, plants, and landscapes are sacred. 

All creatures have an equal right to self-fulfillment. 

The inner world is a part of nature. 

We should celebrate the creation with song, dance, art, poetry, and stories. 

Science is an indispensable tool for gaining knowledge about nature. Scientism (the belief that science is the ONLY source of
wisdom) is, however, a dangerous and misguided philosophy. 

Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 



back. 

Correspondence ID: 8038 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
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Received: Nov,09,2011 11:30:07
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8039 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
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Received: Nov,09,2011 00:00:00
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: As an environmental artist in California, I am urging the National Park Service recognize Drakes Estero as a national ecological 

treasure and establish it as a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural resources, including one of California's largest 
harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish and endangered species that use its wetlands,
mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8040 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
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Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 11:30:07
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 



Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 



Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 



Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 



In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 



widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. This is unacceptable! How much destruction will it take for your greed to be sated? 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. This supports the Anti-American agenda of the Top 1%.

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We are the 99% 
and we want our bay back. #Occupy Wall Street! 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 



and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8060 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Howe, Linda 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 11:36:13
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 



Correspondence ID: 8061 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Loomis, Lyne 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 11:36:13
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8062 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Halm, Donald 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 11:36:13
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8063 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Carey, Doris 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 11:36:22
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 



Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8064 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: sittinger, david 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 11:37:12
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8065 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Schmunk, Steve 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 11:37:13
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8066 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Wallace, V.R. 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual



Received: Nov,09,2011 11:37:17
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8067 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Bothwell, Barbara 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 11:37:17
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8068 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Turner, David 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 11:37:17
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 



resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8069 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Meltzer, Iris 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 11:37:26
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8070 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Spatz, Richard Eric 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 11:38:38
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8071 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Tripp, Tom 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 11:38:38
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 



resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8072 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Hocking, Diana 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 11:38:39
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8073 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Anderson, Linda 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 00:00:00
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Pt Reyes, Drakes Bay and surrounding areas are one of my favorite places to visit it is one of the few places from my childhood 

that still reminds me of unspoiled landscape. Please make sure the promise to permanently convert the Estero to wilderness is 
upheld. 

Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 



resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8074 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Stiles, KG 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 11:38:42
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8075 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Verrill, John 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 11:38:43
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8076 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Hall, Amanda 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 11:40:03
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 



resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8077 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Gundersen, Bruce 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 11:40:03
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8078 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Swerbilov, Daniel 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 11:40:03
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 



widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8079 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Sullivan, Daniel 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 11:40:06
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8080 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Houser, Rex 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 11:40:09
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8081 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Carroll, Elisabeth 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 11:40:09
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 



and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8082 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Kumar, Chetan 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 11:40:09
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8083 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Bisho, Jason 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 11:40:09
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 8084 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Hartleben, Maria 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual



Received: Nov,09,2011 11:40:19
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 8085 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Cleveland, Erica 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 11:41:18
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 8086 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: ADRIAN, Maggie 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 11:41:19
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8087 Project: 33043 Document: 43390



Name: Anderson, Jon 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 11:41:19
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8088 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Engler, Pamela M. 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 11:41:19
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8089 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Klinsky, Johanna 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 11:41:19
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 



designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8090 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Finley, Joel 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 11:41:23
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8091 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Mondfrans, Conard 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 11:41:34
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 8092 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Martin, Adrienne 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 11:41:50
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 



I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 8093 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Fears, David 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 11:42:17
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 8094 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Estrada, Erica 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 11:42:23
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 8095 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Ramsden Scott, Sidney 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 11:42:38
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 



and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 8096 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Ramsden Scott, Sidney 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 11:42:38
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 8097 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Soria, Susan 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 00:00:00
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I am sad that commercial interests are proposed for this wilderness, and want to protect our coastline. My feeling is that we need 
these wild places to protect our wildlife which needs these refuges as they move up and down the coast. 

Please do not cave in to any more commercial interests!!! 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 8098 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Carlson, Ravin 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 11:43:15
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 



undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 8099 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Bradley, Pat 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 11:43:15
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 8100 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Chris, Carolyn 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 11:43:50
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8101 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Leavell, Geoff 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 11:44:57
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 



and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8102 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Broadbent, Jerry 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 11:44:57
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8103 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Ciha, Jim 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 11:44:58
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 



widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8104 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Kim, Ji-Young 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 11:44:58
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8105 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Schock, Diane 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 00:00:00
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: First of all, do I need to tell you that once this area is famaged we may not ever get our natural resource back, at least not in our 

lifetime. I urge you to see to it that already agreed upon planning of this area is ongoing as promised. We need to keep this area 
from the clutches of exploitation. Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. 
It has outstanding natural resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of 
shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8106 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Carr, Holly 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 11:45:00
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 



In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8107 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Bara, Tarlan 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 11:45:00
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8108 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Zacanti, Terri 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 11:45:50
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 



widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8109 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Schneider, Christian 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 11:45:55
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8110 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Pearl, Diane 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 11:45:55
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8111 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Bullock, Paul 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 11:45:55
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 



and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8112 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Mandt, Kristi 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 11:45:59
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8113 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: deHerrera, Alicia 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 11:46:01
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 



Correspondence ID: 8114 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Hazard, Lynnette 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 11:47:12
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8115 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Serapio, Eddie 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 11:47:13
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8116 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: hoff, Wilbur 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 11:47:16
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 



Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8117 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Santori, Nancy 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 11:47:19
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8118 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Sankovitch, Natasha 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 11:47:19
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Received: Nov,09,2011 11:47:24
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 



resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 



widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 



and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 



Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Received: Nov,09,2011 11:49:56
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8139 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
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Received: Nov,09,2011 11:49:57
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 



resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 



resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

A promise is a promise is a promise is a promise!!!! I hope promises haven't gone the way of other com- mitments and that they 
will be honored. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 



resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 



widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 



and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: "in wilderness is the preservation of the world" Henry David Thoreau recognized this 100 years ago, it is even more valid today. 

Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 



Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8159 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Dracksdorf, William 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 11:55:38
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 



Correspondence ID: 8160 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Caravelli, Gregory 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 11:55:48
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8161 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Kealhofer, Robert 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 11:56:33
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8162 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
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Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 11:56:35
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 



Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8163 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Ashton, KELLY 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 11:56:35
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8164 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Winkler, Clay 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 11:56:36
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8165 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Xavier, Zita 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 11:56:40



Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8166 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
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Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 11:56:44
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8167 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
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Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 11:56:44
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 



Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8168 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Cooney, Don & Susan 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 11:58:09
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8169 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
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Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 11:58:09
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8170 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
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Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 11:58:09
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 



In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8171 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
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Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 11:58:09
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8172 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Sanford, Jeanne 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 11:58:09
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 



widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8173 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Cannon, Elizabeth 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 11:58:17
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8174 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Wolfe, Hugh 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 11:58:17
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8175 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
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Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:00:11
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 



and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8176 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Norman, Jody 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:00:11
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8177 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Saporito, Steven A. 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:00:11
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 



Correspondence ID: 8178 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Champion, Erich 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:00:11
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 

and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Received: Nov,09,2011 12:00:39
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 



We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 



Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 



Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 



Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 



In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 



widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8199 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Briggs, Scott 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:06:11
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8200 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Peake, David 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:06:11
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8201 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Ingle, Kathryn 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:06:11
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 



and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8202 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Lindquist, Jennifer DeLeeuw 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:06:11
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8203 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Moody, Glenn 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:06:15
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 



Correspondence ID: 8204 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Rauh, Jim 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:06:16
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8205 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Larsen, Janice 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:07:36
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8206 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Roberts, Cristina 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:07:36
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 



Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8207 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Powers, Rebecca 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:07:36
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8208 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Benda, Hilarey 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:10:01
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8209 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Minow, Terry 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual



Received: Nov,09,2011 12:10:01
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8210 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Sherman, Justin 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:10:01
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8211 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: White, Pamela 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:10:05
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 



National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 8212 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Hardie, Leslie 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:10:06
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8213 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Kurnie, Page 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:10:06
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8214 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Spanier, Andrew 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:10:06
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 



eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8215 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Thompson, Lorraine 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:10:12
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8216 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Shank Gerber, Lois Shank 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:10:12
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 



Correspondence ID: 8217 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Ralston, Valerie 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:10:16
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. 

Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the 
highest level of protection as Congress long-intended. 

As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes Estero and 
succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 8218 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Kreider, George 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:10:21
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

Thank you. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 8219 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Moore, Howard 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:10:26
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 



wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 8220 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Fleming, Jim 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:10:48
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. Thanks 
in advance for helping to preserve some of the last wild coastline of our great state! 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 8221 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Bowden, Sonja 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:11:26
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8222 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Matlock, Molly 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:11:26
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 



Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8223 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Hilliard, Janene 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:11:26
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8224 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: de Wolff, Philip 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:11:35
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 



Correspondence ID: 8225 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Lambright, John 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:11:35
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8226 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Grahame, Anthony 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:11:35
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8227 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Soost, Elaine 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:11:41
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who has lived in the Point Reyes Seashore area part-time, and whose parents 
live there full-time, I am have personally seen how delicate the native wildlife is. So I urge you to not undermine protections at 
Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 



shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 8228 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Mortensen, Leni 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:12:45
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 8229 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Hamburger, Michael 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:12:49
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8230 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Murphy, Joseph 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:12:49
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 



Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8231 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: West, Rebecca 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:12:51
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8232 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Bruckman, John 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:12:52
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 



Correspondence ID: 8233 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Fernez, Christine 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:12:52
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8234 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Fait, Karen 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:13:01
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 8235 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Keniston, AIA, Stanley 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:14:33
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 



would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8236 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Etgen, Benjamin 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:14:36
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8237 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Schimelpfenig, Ruth 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:14:36
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8238 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Judith Curley-Lindse, Patricia 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:15:35
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 



In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 



widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 



and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 



Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 



resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 



widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8259 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Keough, Kathy 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:19:50
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8260 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Eister-Hargrave, Leah 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:19:50
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8261 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
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Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:19:55
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 



and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8262 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
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Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:20:01
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8263 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Cairl, Tim 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:20:01
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 



Correspondence ID: 8264 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Schermer, Liz 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:20:01
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8265 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
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Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:21:11
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8266 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
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Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:21:11
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 



Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8267 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: McKibben, Ann 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:21:11
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8268 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
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Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:21:11
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8269 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Potts, rashaun 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual



Received: Nov,09,2011 12:21:11
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8270 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Morse, Samuel 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:21:19
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8271 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
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Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:21:19
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 



resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8272 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Klozik, Kathey 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:21:19
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8273 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Pecelli, Edward 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:21:19
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8274 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Zamora, Victor 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:22:45
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 



resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8275 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: panagakos, tracey 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:22:45
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8276 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Alstedter, Keith 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:22:47
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

Correspondence ID: 8277 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Myers, Marjorie 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual



Received: Nov,09,2011 12:22:47
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8278 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Butts, Judith and Fred 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:22:50
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 



resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 



widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 



and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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wilderness area. It has outstanding natural resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of
thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 



Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 



resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 



resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: A deal is a deal - no extension! 

Your agency has permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in Drakes Estero 
for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 



back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 



Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 



Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8315 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. Approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be 
contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands 
and environmental laws are already under widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 



We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8316 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8317 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8318 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 



Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Received: Nov,09,2011 12:33:34
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 



Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 



Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 



In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 



widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Received: Nov,09,2011 12:36:43
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Received: Nov,09,2011 12:36:44
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 



and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 



Correspondence ID: 8339 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Dipert, Daniel 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:38:54
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8340 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Mahn, Marion 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:38:54
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8341 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Corso, Bambi 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:38:55
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 



Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8342 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Howe, Judith 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:39:00
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8343 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Boyer, David 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:40:08
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8344 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Howe, Judith 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual



Received: Nov,09,2011 12:40:08
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8345 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Davies, Paul 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:40:08
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8346 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Morello, Phyl 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:40:11
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 



resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8347 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Pletschet, Fran 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:40:13
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8348 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Cox, Joseph S. 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:40:17
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 8349 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Hendrie, Carol 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:40:19
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 



and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8350 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Todd, Terryl 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:40:27
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to demand the National Park Service protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 8351 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Rhynsburger, Mark 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:40:32
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 8352 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Hildebrand, Karen 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:40:43
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 



protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 8353 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Miles, James 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:40:47
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8354 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Burns, scott 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:40:48
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8355 Project: 33043 Document: 43390



Name: Yelensky, Beth 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:40:49
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8356 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Duran, Gonzalo 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:40:51
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8357 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Loewen, Nancy 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:41:31
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 



wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 8358 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Bugay, Mark 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:41:42
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 8359 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Waters, Anje 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:41:52
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 8360 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Miller, Patricia 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:41:57
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 



National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 8361 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Giraud, Nat 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:42:03
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 8362 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Zborowski, Valerie 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:42:09
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 8363 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Michaels, David 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:42:19
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 



Correspondence ID: 8364 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Ruble, Richard 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:42:26
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8365 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Fabrikant, Reva 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:42:26
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8366 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Taylor, Daniel 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:42:26
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 



Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8367 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Zimmerman, Ellen 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:42:27
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8368 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Johnson, Stephen 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:42:27
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8369 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Quackenbush, Kassandra 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual



Received: Nov,09,2011 12:42:31
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8370 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Bucko, Meg 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 00:00:00
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. 

Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in Drakes Estero for 
40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. Please save the 
bay from further destruction. 

Correspondence ID: 8371 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Rocha, Nmdia 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:42:35
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 



Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8372 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Ballantyne, Corey 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:42:51
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 8373 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Olney, Esther 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:43:12
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. What 
we do to the earth, we do to ourselves. Let us begin, if only in enlightened self interest, to "stand behind what we stand on". 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 8374 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Monroe, Dana 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:43:12
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 



wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 8375 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Peck, Sarah 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:43:22
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 8376 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Hohe, Karen 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:44:23
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8377 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: riley, Sharla 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:44:23
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 



Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8378 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Pann, Cheri 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:44:23
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8379 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Keller, Joe 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:44:26
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 



Correspondence ID: 8380 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Youngson, Patricia Kay 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:44:34
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8381 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Hough Neighbor, Joyce 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:46:02
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8382 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Rosenthal, Patricia 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:46:02
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 



Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8383 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Blum, Sharon 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:46:09
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8384 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Griffiths, Devin 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:46:09
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8385 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Moore, Amy 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:46:41



Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8386 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Mosher, Rebecca 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:46:46
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8387 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Thomas, Dennis 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:46:46
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 



Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8388 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Page, Nancy 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 00:00:00
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I lived in the town of Sonoma for 15 years recently, and I loved to go to the Point Reyes protected area, for the beauty of the 

wildlife, natural plants, and seashore that is so essential for the protection of endangered species in the area. PLEASE help save 
all this natural beauty and wonder! 

Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8389 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: hennegan, William 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:49:29
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8390 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: royster, george 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:49:29



Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8391 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Conroy, Eric 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:49:32
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8392 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Roller, Tim 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:49:47
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 



Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8393 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Pennington, Joanne 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:49:47
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8394 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Haage, Melanie 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:49:47
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8395 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Luccioni, Jeannette 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:49:48
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 



In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8396 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Pineda, Fernando 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:49:53
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8397 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Johnson, Elaine C 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:49:53
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 



widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8398 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Higginbttom, Eric 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:49:53
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8399 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Gilmer, Chris 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:52:15
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8400 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Stevenson, Daniel 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:52:15
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 



and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8401 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Irwin, Phillip 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:52:15
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Why are you having so much trouble doing the right thing?? Back away from your greed and avarice and secure this area from 

destruction by humans. 

Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8402 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Irvine, Michael 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:52:15
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 



widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8403 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Scholten, Betty 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:53:36
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8404 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
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Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:53:36
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8405 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
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Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:53:36
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 



and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8406 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
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Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:53:47
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8407 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
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Received: Nov,09,2011 12:54:25
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 



Correspondence ID: 8408 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
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Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:54:26
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8409 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
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Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:54:28
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8410 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
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Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:54:28
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 



Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8411 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
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Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:54:30
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8412 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
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Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:54:31
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8413 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Spivak, Rosemary 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual



Received: Nov,09,2011 12:54:32
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8414 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
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Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:56:52
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8415 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
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Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:56:52
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 



resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8416 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
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Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:56:52
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8417 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
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Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 12:56:59
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8418 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 



widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 



and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 



Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 



resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 



widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 



and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 



Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 



resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 



widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8458 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Harlow, Whitney 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:06:23
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8459 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Jensen, Kenneth 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:06:23
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 



and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8460 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Matthias, Carie 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:06:23
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8461 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
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Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:06:23
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 



Correspondence ID: 8462 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
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Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:06:26
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8463 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Hildner, Ellen 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:06:27
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8464 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
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Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:06:27
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 



Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8465 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Cassis, Kathryne 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:06:39
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8466 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Payne, Richard 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:06:39
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8467 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Jones, Barbara 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual



Received: Nov,09,2011 13:08:13
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8468 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
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Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:08:13
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8469 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Kubalak, Janet 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 00:00:00
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: A deal is a deal. The extension is over. Please honor the agreement and do NOT offer another extension. To do so is a betrayal

of the public trust. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 



Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8470 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Luth, Mary 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:09:12
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8471 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Rothrock, Barry 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:09:13
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8472 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Lewis, Nancy 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:09:13
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 



In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8473 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Desmond, Sheila 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:09:13
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8474 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
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Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:09:13
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 



widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8475 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Thomson, Isabella 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:09:18
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8476 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Lowery, Dave 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:09:18
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8477 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Johnson, Elaine C 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:09:18
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 



and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8478 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Waugh, Kym 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:09:19
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8479 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Wilson, Diane 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:09:19
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 



Correspondence ID: 8480 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Habegger, Sue 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:10:15
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 8481 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Sartor, Linda 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:10:20
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 8482 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Olsen, Del 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:10:52
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 8483 Project: 33043 Document: 43390



Name: Stults, Steve 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:10:54
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8484 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Gibson, Linda 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:10:54
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8485 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Zapf, Richard 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:10:54
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 



designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8486 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Pfand, Horst 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:10:59
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8487 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Darden, Ruth 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:11:02
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8488 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Palmer, Clarkson & Andrea 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:11:08
Correspondence Type: Web Form



Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8489 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Miller, Melissa 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:11:08
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. Please 
keep the coast clean and usable for all californians. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 8490 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Pike-Erickson, Meredyn 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:11:14
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 8491 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Hodge, Chelsea 



Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:12:36
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8492 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Caprio, Carole 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:12:36
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8493 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Ray, Jennifer 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:12:36
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 



resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8494 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Mortimer, Justin 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:12:36
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8495 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Stomper, Connie 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:12:36
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8496 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Bingham, Sierra 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:12:41
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 



resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8497 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Harris, Polly 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:12:42
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8498 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Acton, Annie 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 00:00:00
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. The 
commercial shellfish operation had plenty of time (over 35 years) to plan on relocation or operational changes. Now at the 11th 
hour they are trying for 10 more years of disruptive operations. It must stop now. Return Drakes Estero to a truly wild place and 
be proud of our wild natural resources being preserved for future generations. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 



National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 8499 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Hannay, Kathryn 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:12:49
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 8500 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Cartwright, Peter 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:12:49
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 8501 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Arcure, Anthony 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:13:10
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 



Correspondence ID: 8502 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: jung, suzanne 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:13:26
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 8503 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Winsor, Rebecca 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:13:48
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 8504 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: O'Brian, Ashley 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:13:54
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 8505 Project: 33043 Document: 43390



Name: Goodnough, Jenny 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:14:32
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8506 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: McCormick, Gene 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:14:32
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8507 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Jones, Jim 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:14:34
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 



designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8508 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Arias, Leslie 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:14:34
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8509 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Whitcomb, Paul 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:16:15
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8510 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Mittelstadt, Cynthia 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:16:15
Correspondence Type: Web Form



Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8511 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Larsen, Teresa 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:16:18
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8512 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: malina, matthew 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:16:18
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 



would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8513 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Lee, Torianna 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:17:14
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8514 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Wolf, robert 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:17:14
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8515 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: D'Annunzio, Patrick 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:17:15
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 



In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8516 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Bialous, Carrie 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:17:15
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8517 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Southworth, Leela M. 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:17:21
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 



widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 



and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 



Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 



resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 



widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 



and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 



Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 



resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 



widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. Preserving biodiversity is the most important action
we can take for our children's benefit. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 



In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8557 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Hyman, Robert 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:26:19
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8558 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Thorne, Trischa 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:26:23
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 



widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8559 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Reinhard, Michael 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:26:24
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8560 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Harrington, Susan 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:26:39
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8561 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: bigelow, eric 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:26:39
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 



and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8562 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: kelley, kim 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:26:39
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8563 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Darling, Janet 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:26:47
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 



Correspondence ID: 8564 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Musser, Kathy 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:26:47
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8565 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Grosvald, M. 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:26:47
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8566 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Nater, Nancy 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:26:48
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 



Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8567 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Kolbe, Tiffany 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:28:50
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8568 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Beckett, Lillian 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:28:50
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8569 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Solomon, Roberta 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual



Received: Nov,09,2011 13:28:51
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8570 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Loftus, William 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:28:55
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: As a retired NPS employee, I have visited Point Reyes many times. Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should 

become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal 
colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and 
eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

Please allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. 

Correspondence ID: 8571 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Sweeney, Kathleen 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:28:59
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 



resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8572 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Acosta, Oralia 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:29:55
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8573 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Komrs, Elaine 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:29:55
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8574 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Gross, Emily 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:29:56
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 



resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8575 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: vanden, greg 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:30:01
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8576 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Smith, Ronald 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:30:01
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 



widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Received: Nov,09,2011 13:31:34
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 



and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Please uphold your end of the agreement. Thank You, Benjamin Beiser 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 



Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: We need to start taking our environment seriously before it is too late. We all live on plant earth we need to protect it for our 

sake as will as the wild life! 

Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 



We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 



Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 



Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8597 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
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Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:35:56



Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8598 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
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Received: Nov,09,2011 13:35:56
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8599 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Moore, Roberta 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:35:56
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 



Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8600 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
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Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:36:00
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Received: Nov,09,2011 13:36:00
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8602 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
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Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:38:48
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero, an ecological treasure, should become a protected wilderness area. It is one of California's largest harbor seal 

colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and 
eelgrass beds. 



In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress promised that this would become a wilderness area after a commercial oyster 
company's lease ends in 2012. The Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park resources and values and strictly 
limits commercial operations. 

It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. 

Correspondence ID: 8603 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
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Received: Nov,09,2011 13:38:49
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Received: Nov,09,2011 13:38:49
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8605 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
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Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:38:49
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 



In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8606 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
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Received: Nov,09,2011 13:38:53
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8607 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
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Received: Nov,09,2011 13:38:53
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 



widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8608 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
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Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:39:22
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8609 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
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Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:39:22
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8610 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
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Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:39:22
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 



and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8611 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
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Received: Nov,09,2011 13:39:22
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8612 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
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Received: Nov,09,2011 13:39:22
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 



Correspondence ID: 8613 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
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Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:39:28
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8614 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
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Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:39:28
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8615 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
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Received: Nov,09,2011 13:39:29
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 



Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8616 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
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Received: Nov,09,2011 13:39:29
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8617 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
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Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:40:25
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8618 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Pickles, Tomm 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual



Received: Nov,09,2011 13:40:25
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8619 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Shovelier, John 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:40:25
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8620 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Bassow, Fern 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:40:25
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 



resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8621 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Davie, J. Craig 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:40:29
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8622 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Layman, James 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:40:30
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8623 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Scherzer, Teresa 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:40:39
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 



public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 8624 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Leang, Paulina 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:41:32
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 8625 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Galbraith, Mark 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:41:38
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 8626 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Buffer, Anita 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:41:53
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. 

It has outstanding natural resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of 



shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8627 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Galloway, W 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:41:53
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8628 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Bowers, Pat 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:41:53
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 



widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8629 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Andrews, Jean 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:41:53
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8630 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Lamb, Lynda 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:41:57
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8631 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: GILLETTE, KENNETH 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:41:57
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 



and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8632 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Harris, Cynthia 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:41:58
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8633 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Kirton, Laura 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:42:20
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 8634 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Ruster, Bert 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual



Received: Nov,09,2011 13:43:08
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 8635 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Harvey, Stephanie 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:43:27
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8636 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Mac Kenzie, Renee 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 13:43:28
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 



widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 



and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 



Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Received: Nov,09,2011 13:46:18
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 



resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 



widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 



and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 



Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

Environmental-minded citizens like myself, have been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor 
Congress' commitment. We want our bay back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 



resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 



widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 



and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 



Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Received: Nov,09,2011 13:54:29
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 



resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 



widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 



and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 



Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 



resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 



widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 



and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 



Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8717 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Parrish, Roberta 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 00:00:00
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing as a concerned citizen who cares deeply about protecting our environment and nature. Drakes Estero is a national

ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural resources, including one of 
California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish and endangered species that 
use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8718 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Chubb, Scott 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 14:04:50
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8719 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Cloud, Michael 



Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 14:04:50
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8720 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Dixon, Rusty 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 14:04:56
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8721 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Perry, S. 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 14:04:56
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 



resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8722 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Arrington, Debra Hope 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 14:06:12
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8723 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Mayfield, Teresa 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 14:06:12
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8724 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Craft, Alaina 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 14:06:12
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 



resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8725 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Sager, Jonathan 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 14:06:13
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8726 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Kluge, John R. 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 14:06:18
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 



widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8727 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Kyser, Larry & Kathy 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 14:06:18
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8728 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Leblond, Jean-Michel 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 14:06:18
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8729 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Stogner, Pamela 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 14:08:15
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 



and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8730 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Philpot, Judith 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 14:08:15
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8731 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: yuen, genevieve 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 14:08:24
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 



Correspondence ID: 8732 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Barnett, Tim D 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 14:10:01
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8733 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Koehler, Guy 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 14:10:01
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8734 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Clifford, Ann 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 14:10:03
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 



Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8735 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Vander Stoep, Dorothea 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 14:10:03
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8736 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Jones, E. 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 14:10:04
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8737 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Ma, Andrew 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual



Received: Nov,09,2011 14:10:14
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 8738 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Severin, Susan 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 14:10:19
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 8739 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Neff, Jan 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 00:00:00
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: We NEED our marine wilderness!! Otherwise, once they are gone they ARE gone. No More loopholes...support environment, 

land, water and creatures. 

I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. I truly
believe we MUST put the environment FIRST! It is also helping us humans too in this venture. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 8740 Project: 33043 Document: 43390



Name: Garfinkel, Mark 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 14:10:36
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8741 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Ryals Tamm, Sharon 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 14:10:37
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8742 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Vander Stoep, Dean M. 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 14:10:38
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 



designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8743 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Campbell, John 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 14:10:40
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 8744 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Herron, James 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 14:10:56
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 8745 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Reeder, Rick And Micheline 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 14:11:18
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 



this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 8746 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Chambers, Oscar 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 14:11:18
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 8747 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Murty, Catherine 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 14:11:44
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 8748 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Davis, M 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 14:12:25
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 



wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 8749 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Foppe, Paul 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 14:13:11
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8750 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Trutter, Albert 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 14:13:11
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8751 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Gellert, Susan 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 14:13:11
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 



In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8752 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Justice, Michael 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 14:14:45
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8753 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Indebetouw, Guy 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 14:14:46
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 



widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8754 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Reese, Gary 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 14:14:48
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8755 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Harkrider, Lea 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 14:14:48
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8756 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Sigman, Darlene 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 14:16:26
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 



and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8757 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Welter, David 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 14:16:26
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8758 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Peralta, Llauren 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 14:17:05
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 



Correspondence ID: 8759 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Tasara, Chris 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 14:17:08
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8760 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Fitzpatrick, Robert 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 14:19:06
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8761 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Waggoner, Wayne 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 14:19:09
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 



Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8762 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Foszcz, Ursula & Jeffrey 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 14:19:12
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8763 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Martin, Rudolf 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 14:19:15
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8764 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Freedman, Steve 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual



Received: Nov,09,2011 14:19:40
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8765 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: McCurdy, Dana 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 14:19:47
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8766 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Eckstrand, Tatyana 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 14:19:50
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 



resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8767 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Leipzig, Laura 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 14:19:54
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 8768 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Crawford Mcdermott, Helen 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 14:19:59
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I love this place and the special birds and mammals and other animals I have seen there. And, the views, grand! 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 8769 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Cutler, Geoff 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 14:20:26
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,



as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 8770 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Hansen, Linda 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 14:21:04
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8771 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Benson, Nancy 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 14:21:04
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8772 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Wiley, David 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 14:21:04
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 



resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8773 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Cochrane, Adrianne 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 14:21:09
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8774 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Olympia, Peter 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 14:21:09
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 



widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8775 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Newcomer, Kayly 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 14:21:11
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 



and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 



Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Received: Nov,09,2011 14:24:59
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 



resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 



widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 



and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 



Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 



resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 



widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 



and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 



Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 



resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 



widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Captain Joel S. Fogel Chairman, The Explorers Club www.explorers.org 609 214 3967 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 



In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 



widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: My daughter lives in the Bay Area (in Atherton) and we treasure the natural wilderness on the Pacific coast. 

Drakes Estero is a national ecological legacy that deserves to be a protected wilderness area to protect the harbor seal colonies 
and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass 
beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that it would become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were eliminated. Your agency permitted a 
commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and your draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive 
damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, 
commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in designated wilderness areas because of such damage. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

Plastic pollution discharged from the oyster farm is a threat to endangered leatherback sea turtles and other marine wildlife. The 



Estero drains into the Leatherback Conservation Area and is proposed as leatherback critical habitat. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 



widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 



and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 



Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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permit would expire and was non-renewable. Without question, Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should 
become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal 
colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and 
eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 



designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 



would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Received: Nov,09,2011 14:44:09
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Received: Nov,09,2011 14:44:12
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8859 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
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Received: Nov,09,2011 14:44:51
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 



In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8860 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
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Received: Nov,09,2011 14:44:52
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 



widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8863 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
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Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 



and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Received: Nov,09,2011 14:46:39
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Received: Nov,09,2011 14:49:16
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 



Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8872 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
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Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual



Received: Nov,09,2011 14:49:58
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Received: Nov,09,2011 14:49:58
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8874 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
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Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 



National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 
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Received: Nov,09,2011 14:50:06
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8876 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Brewer, Nancy 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 14:50:14
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 8877 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Penrose, Lin 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 14:50:19
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 



wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 8878 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Salopek, Carrie 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 14:50:19
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. OMY 
GOSH NO!!!! This place is wildly beautiful... 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 8879 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Guyon, Vicky 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 14:50:56
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 8880 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Forgione, Anthony 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 14:51:01
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 



wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 8881 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Lang, Graham 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 14:51:21
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8882 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Pisani, Maureen 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 14:51:21
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8883 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Varela, Robert 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 14:51:25
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 



In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8884 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Pagenkopf, Kris 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 14:51:25
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8885 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: rabb, leslie 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 14:51:25
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 



widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8886 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Tyler, Tobi 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 14:51:26
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8887 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Williams, Deborah 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 14:51:28
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 8888 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Tyson, William 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 14:51:28
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 



Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8889 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Smith, Tom 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 14:51:29
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8890 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Ascott, Madeleine 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 14:51:50
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 8891 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Creamer, David 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 14:51:50
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 



protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 8892 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Pope, Jerry 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 14:54:27
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8893 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Jacobson, Sarah 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 14:54:27
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8894 Project: 33043 Document: 43390



Name: Varela, Elia 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 14:54:27
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 



designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

I've personally been here, bringing my girl on a Mother - Daughter trip during spring break a few years ago. Seeing the seals on 
the beaches and the whales migrating with new babies on the way to Alaska to feed were breathtaking. The entire area is special 
and too precious not to preserve - especially since the deal had already been done. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 



designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and



would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 



In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 



widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 



and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Please stand up to the push to be "business friendly" by destroying a natural treasure. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 



widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 



and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 



Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 



resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. Thank you! 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 



widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8935 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
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Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 15:05:26
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8936 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
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Received: Nov,09,2011 15:07:42
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Received: Nov,09,2011 15:07:43
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 



and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Received: Nov,09,2011 15:07:43
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Received: Nov,09,2011 15:07:43
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Received: Nov,09,2011 15:07:47
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 



Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Received: Nov,09,2011 15:08:32
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Received: Nov,09,2011 15:08:32
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8947 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
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Received: Nov,09,2011 15:08:45
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 



resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Received: Nov,09,2011 15:09:38
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Received: Nov,09,2011 15:09:39
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8950 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
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Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 



resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Received: Nov,09,2011 15:09:44
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Received: Nov,09,2011 15:09:44
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 



widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: If we continue the relentless destruction of wild reserves like Drakes Estero we are gradually sawing off the limb on which we

are perched. The fact is, if human population continues to grow at the current frightening pace, we will soon have to impose 
mandatory birth control. Sad reality, but undeniable. We are gulping up the planet resources. Period. 

Take Drakes Estero: it is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 



widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 



and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 



Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 



resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Received: Nov,09,2011 15:15:51
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 



widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 



and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 



Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Received: Nov,09,2011 15:17:43
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 



resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 
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Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 
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Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 
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Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 8995 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Miller, Dianne 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
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Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 8996 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Gordon, Ray 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
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Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 8997 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Walter, Paulette 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 15:21:51
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a



rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. 

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. 

Correspondence ID: 8998 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: McGee, Gary 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,09,2011 15:22:23
Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 

Correspondence ID: 8999 Project: 33043 Document: 43390
Name: Denton, April 
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual
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Correspondence Type: Web Form
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds. 

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012. 

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations. 

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere. 

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back. 


